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Repairing D2D communication routing buffer overflow in a cellular network is of great significance in improving communication
quality and security. Due to the increase of user usage, the communication data are easy to exceed the boundary of the buffer,
resulting in the reduction of covered data information.-e traditional repair methods mainly repair through the characteristics of
covered data information, ignoring the impact of network topology information transmission delay and packet loss during
calculation, resulting in the problem of low communication security. A cellular network routing buffer overflow repair algorithm
based on the homomorphic analysis of node residual energy is proposed; the cellular network D2D communication routing
protocol is designed; the cellular network D2D communication protocol path index is determined; then, the cellular network D2D
communication routing protocol is designed by analyzing node residual energy; and the cellular network D2D communication
network routing optimization method based on AHP is designed. Big constructs the energy model of cellular network D2D
communication network, solves and sets the routing optimization objective function, realizes the control of network routing, and
repairs the buffer overflow. -e experiment results show that the improved method can effectively reduce the packet loss rate of
communication data, improve the anti-interference ability of the system, and ensure the security of network communication.

1. Introduction

Cellular network D2D communication usually takes elec-
tromagnetic wave as the carrier to receive and transmit
network signals. A cellular network electromagnetic wave
communication system plays an important role in imple-
menting long-range precision strike and target precision
guidance [1]. In the electromagnetic wave communication
system of the cellular network, because the routing protocol
evolves with the mobile location algorithm, the routing
location cannot meet the needs of useful QoS, resulting in
the buffer overflow problem, which needs to be repaired
[2, 3]. -erefore, it is of great significance to study the
automatic repair method of D2D communication routing
buffer overflow vulnerability in the cellular network.

In literature [4], due to the lack of software execution
information, static buffer overflow detection technology

often reports too many false positives. Manually checking all
static warnings is time-consuming. Bovinspector, a frame-
work for automatically verifying static buffer overflow
warnings, is proposed, and suggestions are provided for C
programs to automatically repair real buffer overflow
warnings. Given the program source code and static buffer
overflow warning, Bovinspector first performs warning
reachability analysis. -e Bovinspector then symbolically
executes the source code under the guidance of reachability
warnings. Each reachable warning is verified and classified
by checking whether all path conditions and buffer overflow
constraints can be met at the same time. For each verified
real warning, Bovinspector will provide suggestions and
automatically repair it with 11 repair strategies. However,
this method does not consider the characteristics of cellular
network D2D communication, so the repair performance
needs to be further improved. In [5], in case of earthquake,
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debris flow, and other disasters, the communication infra-
structure may fail, resulting in blind areas and inconvenient
communication for residents. -erefore, a new scheme to
connect these infrastructure fault areas, namely, energy-
aware device-to-device communication scheme (need), is
proposed. -e proposed scheme uses cluster technology to
connect users in the infrastructure failure area that often
cannot directly access the cellular network. Compared with
traditional clustering methods, it increases the process of
determining candidate cluster heads before determining the
final cluster heads. Based on the location and residual en-
ergy, the final CHS is selected from the candidate CHS, and
the dual CHS in the cluster operates alternately to share the
communication cost. In addition, in order to improve the
routing efficiency, an improved ant colony algorithm (Maca)
is proposed.-e experiment results show the effectiveness of
the proposed demand scheme in energy consumption and
energy balance, and show that the scheme significantly
prolongs the lifetime of the whole network. However, this
method has the problem of large amount of calculation.
Reference [6] studies multihop device-to-device (D2D)
communication for cell coverage expansion. Considering
the inband underlay D2D mode, the purpose is to meet the
signal-to-noise ratio requirements of the pre-allocated re-
source block (RB) on the downlink connection, the signal-
to-noise ratio requirements of the pre-allocated RB on each
D2D side chain connection, and the maximum allowable
interference at the base station receiver on all uplink RBS.
While meeting these requirements, power control and
routing are performed to minimize user equipment energy
consumed in the system. An optimization problem is pro-
posed, which is a mixed integer nonlinear programming and
solved by Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD). GBD
decomposes the formula into main subproblem, auxiliary
subproblem, and feasibility subproblem. However, this
method is to repair vulnerabilities, and the repair perfor-
mance needs to be further analyzed. In reference [7], net-
work security is one of the main issues to be considered
when designing a smart grid communication network
(SGCN). However, due to the openness and unpredictability
of wireless network, it is often vulnerable to different an-
tagonistic attacks. It uses vulnerabilities to launch cross-layer
attacks in the process of data transmission. In order to solve
this problem, a new trust-based routing framework is
proposed. -e framework uses Bayesian reasoning to cal-
culate direct trust and, combined with the evidence of re-
liable neighbors, uses the D-S theory to calculate indirect
trust. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) calculates the
credibility and trust of nodes by using cross-layer indicators
such as transmission rate, buffer capacity, and received
signal strength. In addition, combining the fuzzy theory with
BDS-AHP, fairness is considered when cross-layer metrics
are used to calculate link trust to achieve reliable routing.
-rough a large number of experiments, the performance of
the proposed fuzzy-based trusted routing algorithm (FBDS-
AHP) when malicious nodes initiate packets is evaluated.
However, when calculating the link trust, this method is
vulnerable to interference nodes, resulting in the decline of
repair performance.

It can be seen from the analysis that the traditional
method uses the electromagnetic wave diversity reception
predictive control algorithm to repair the buffer overflow
[8]. Because the diversity equalizer in QoS space shares the
same channel with the diversity receiver, the edge space gain
is very large. For QoS requirements, a cellular network
routing buffer overflow recovery algorithm based on node
residual energy homomorphism analysis is proposed to
improve the algorithm. -e performance test by experiment
shows the superiority of the algorithm in this article.

2. D2D Communication Routing Buffer
Overflow in Cellular Network

Establishing network topology, solving robust coefficient,
and updating routing are the whole process of graph routing
buffer overflow repair. In the cellular network D2D com-
munication system, there are many routing hole space
branches, resulting in poor repair effect of D2D commu-
nication routing buffer overflow. First, according to the
cellular network D2D communication structure, the initial
network topology is obtained, as shown in Figure 1.

In order to ensure the safe operation of cellular network
D2D communication, each link index in the path must be
optimized by calculating the path index of the cellular
network D2D communication protocol [9]. -e D2D
communication protocol path index of the cellular network
selected in this article includes the reliability index and the
stability index. Among them, the reliability index can judge
the quality of cellular network D2D communication, and the
stability index can judge the data transmission stability of
cellular network D2D communication.

-e reliability index can be subdivided into link quality
and path quality, and these two indexes can be expressed by
calculation. If the expression of link quality reliability index
is L, the following formula can be obtained:

L �
N

X
, (1)

where N refers to the number of communication infor-
mation correctly received by the link and X is the total
number of messages sent by the sender. -rough formula
(1), the link quality reliability is obtained to reflect the
periodic propagation correct probability of cellular network
D2D communication. On this basis, let the expression of
path quality reliability index be P, and the following formula
can be obtained:

P �  L
K

, (2)

where K refers to the first transmission success rate of
cellular network D2D communication. -e D2D commu-
nication reliability index of the cellular network can be
calculated by formula (1) and formula (2). For the calcu-
lation of stability index, this article adopts the link failure
estimation model, sets up the evaluation node in the cellular
network D2D communication, and takes the node as the
center to establish the spatial three-dimensional coordinate
axis. -e link failure time is determined by calculating the
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distance between the node and the communication trans-
mission speed vector of cellular network D2D [10]. Using the
cosine theorem, this process can be expressed by calculation.
If the objective function is T, the following formula can be
obtained:

T �
d cos θ +

�������������

R
2

− (d sin θ)
2



|v|
, (3)

where d refers to the communication range radius of cellular
network D2D; R refers to the coordinates of the evaluation
node; v refers to the transmission speed of cellular network
D2D communication; and θ is the angle of transmission
motion. According to formula (3), when θ is greater than 90°,
the distance between the node and the communication
transmission speed vector of cellular network D2D is far,
and the link failure time is short; when θ is less than 90°, the
distance between the node and the communication trans-
mission speed vector of cellular network D2D is close, and
the link failure time is long. It can be seen that the greater the
T value, the higher the communication stability of cellular
network D2D; On the contrary, the smaller the T value, the
lower the communication stability of cellular network D2D.
-e correlation index of cellular network D2D communi-
cation refers to the correlation degree before reliability and
stability. Generally, it can be expressed by intersecting path
and disjoint path. -e intersecting path indicates that the
cellular network D2D communication is greatly disturbed by
the outside world and there is a risk of chain breaking,
resulting in low reliability and stability of cellular network
D2D communication [11]. Disjoint path means that the
cellular network D2D communication is less disturbed by
the outside world and there is no risk of chain breaking,
resulting in high reliability and stability of cellular network
D2D communication.

A program is usually composed of multiple subroutines
(modules). -e larger the program size, the more the
modules. After compiling a program, it is divided into three
areas in the memory to store the program code area, data
area, and stack area. Among them, various variables and
buffer areas defined in the program are stored in the data
area, and the return address of the calling subroutine is
stored in the stack area. When the control returns from the
subroutine, return to the main control program according to
the address indicated at the top of the stack.

When writing a program in the C language, the input
function is generally used to obtain the name entered by the

user. When the user tries to input more name characters that
can be processed by the buffer into the buffer, if there is no
buffer cross-border check mechanism in the program, the
buffer overflow will occur when an ultralong string is input.
For example, if char name is defined in the program written
by the programmer , when a string longer than 15 bytes is
input, the character buffer will overflow. By judging the
reliability index and stability index, it is judged that there is a
vulnerability in the cellular network D2D communication,
and then, the repair is completed according to the node
residual energy analysis.

3. Homomorphism Analysis of Node
Residual Energy

3.1. User Transmit Power Adjustment. In the D2D com-
munication system, the communication link between ad-
jacent users is allowed to be established directly, so as to
complete the transmission of information. In the process of
establishing a direct link, although it does not pass through
the relay forwarding of the base station [12], the base station
needs to control the whole process through the center or
auxiliary control. In terms of network control, the D2D
communication network architecture can be divided into
network center control network architecture and network
auxiliary control network architecture. -e D2D network
communication architecture is given in Figure 2.

3.1.1. Network Center Control Network Architecture. In the
network center control network architecture, the whole
process of D2D communication is controlled by the network
management center (base station). According to the user’s
environment, the base station can quickly complete the user
discovery process and judge whether adjacent users establish
a direct communication link. Before determining to estab-
lish a direct communication link, the base station also needs
to allocate communication resources to D2D users and
configure network parameters. In addition, under the
centralized control mode, the base station can efficiently
manage the interference between users [13, 14], which is
conducive to improving the network performance. How-
ever, this central control mode requires a lot of signaling
overhead, which is difficult to obtain in the actual wireless
network.

3.1.2. Network Auxiliary Control Network Architecture.
In the network-aided control network architecture, firstly,
for D2D users, it needs to be able to perceive the relevant
information of other users and the use of network resources
according to its own business needs, so as to independently
complete device discovery and dynamically adjust its
transmission power. In addition, the base station can master
the information in the whole network [13], assist D2D users
in resource allocation, identity authentication and other
functions, and then establish a direct communication link
between users. In this way, D2D autonomy has distributed
characteristics, and its communication process can be
completed with a small amount of signaling overhead.
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Figure 1: Communication network topology.
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Moreover, through the auxiliary role of the base station, the
uncontrollability caused by the complete autonomy of D2D
communication is avoided. However, compared with the
network center control network architecture, this network
architecture is not efficient enough.

-ere are three working modes of D2D communication
network:

(1) Cellular Mode. -e cellular mode here is the same as the
traditional cellular mode. Because users do not have the
conditions to establish a direct communication link, users
can only complete data transmission through the base
station. Compared with the D2D communicationmode [15],
the cellular mode avoids interference between users, but the
spectrum resource utilization is low. -e specific structure is
shown in Figure 3.

(2) PrivateMode. For the dedicatedmode, two adjacent users
who are qualified to establish D2D communication links can
directly establish communication links to complete the
transmission of information. However, the reserved spec-
trum resources need to be allocated to D2D users, and these
reserved frequency bands, including uplink and downlink
frequency bands, are orthogonal to each other, which can
avoid mutual interference between users. Moreover, com-
pared with the cellular mode [16], the dedicated mode only
needs one downlink spectrum or one uplink spectrum to
complete D2D communication, hence high resource
utilization.

(3) Sharing Mode. In the sharing mode, D2D users multiplex
the authorized frequency band in the cellular network for
data transmission. Moreover, D2D users can multiplex the
spectrum resources of downlink users and uplink users.
Compared with cellular mode and dedicated mode, shared
mode has the advantage of high-frequency spectral effi-
ciency. However, D2D multiplexing the spectrum resources
of cellular users will cause interference between two types of

users. Effective resource allocation algorithm and interfer-
ence management scheme are needed to avoid or reduce
these interferences [17, 18].

In a complete D2D communication process, it mainly
includes three steps: (1) device discovery, (2) communica-
tion establishment, and (3) data transmission. A cellular user
will find the users communicating with it autonomously or
through the base station according to their own business
needs and the relevant information of other users, then
complete the establishment of communication link under
the control of the base station, and finally realize the data
transmission of two adjacent users. -e specific imple-
mentation process is shown in Figure 4. Taking two adjacent
users as an example, the whole implementation process of
D2D communication is analyzed and studied.

(1) User A prepares to communicate with user B
according to his own needs. At this time, user A
sends a request to establish a communication link to
the base station in his cell, which includes some
information of user B [19].

(2) After receiving the request from user A, the base
station starts to collect the relevant information of
user B and find the location of user B, and then, the
base station sends D2D communication measure-
ment signaling to two users [20].
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(3) After receiving the measurement signaling, user A
and user B start to measure the channel state in-
formation between their two users, which is used by
the base station to judge whether the conditions for
establishing D2D communication link can be met
between the two users, send the test results to the
base station through user A or user B, and record the
test results.

(4) After receiving the channel state information be-
tween the two users, the base station judges whether
user A and user B can establish a D2D communi-
cation link according to the predetermined condi-
tions for establishing a D2D communication link. If
the conditions are true, the base station sends the
judgment result to the two users.

(5) After receiving the notification, user A and user B
establish a direct communication link to complete
data transmission.

(6) After user A and user B complete data transmission,
the user sends a request to the base station to end
D2D communication.

(7) After receiving the request to end D2D communi-
cation, the base station will change the network
parameter configuration, withdraw the determina-
tion information of D2D communication between
user A and user B, and end D2D communication
between user A and user B.

In the D2D communication system, compared with
unicast communication mode, multicast communication
mode is that multiple D2D users are combined together, and

they share the same content and can transfer information to
multiple D2D users at the same time. In addition, due to the
introduction of multicast technology, D2D users can form
multicast communication with multiple users and transmit
the same data resources to other users at the same time,
which can improve the utilization efficiency of network
resources and reduce the time of establishing communi-
cation between D2D users. As shown in Figure 5, multiple
D2D users form a multicast communication group. In each
multicast communication group, one user can transmit data
to one of them or send data to multiple D2D users at the
same time.

(4) Broadcast Communication Mode. D2D broadcast com-
munication means that when a D2D user transmits infor-
mation, other users away from the user can receive the
information.

With the development of communication technology
and the improvement of people’s living standards, the
number of users in the communication network is in-
creasing rapidly, and the load of the base station is in-
creasing. As a result, the base station cannot guarantee to
provide good service quality for users within the coverage.
As one of the key technologies of LTE and future 5G, D2D
communication allows adjacent devices to communicate
directly under the control of the cellular system. -e data
between users does not go through the base station routing,
which can effectively reduce the base station load [21] and
shorten the end-to-end delay. In addition, the D2D com-
munication under the cellular network allows D2D users to
reuse channel resources of cellular users, thereby signifi-
cantly improving high-frequency spectrum utilization and
system capacity. D2D communication technology not only
brings many benefits, but also brings new problems, that is,
CO frequency interference caused by spectrum sharing.
-erefore, effective interference management and resource
allocation schemes must be developed to solve the above
interference problems [22] and maximize the throughput of
D2D links in the system on the premise of resource
constraints.

3.2. Design of Electromagnetic Wave Multiple Routing Pro-
tocol in Cellular Network. -e adopted channel model not
only considers the path loss, but also considers the fast
fading caused by multipath effect and the slow fading caused
by shadow effect. -erefore, the channel gain between the
cellular user and the D2D user receiver can be expressed as

hcd � k · δcld · ξcld · d
− α
cld, (4)

where k represents the path loss coefficient; α represents path
loss index; δcld represents the fast fading factor obeying
exponential distribution; ξcld represents the slow fading
factor obeying log positive attitude distribution; and d− α

cld
represents the distance between the cellular user and the
D2D user receiving end.

It is assumed that there are D pairs of D2D users in the
system, and C cellular users use mutually orthogonal
channels for communication. When D2D user d multiplexes
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Figure 4: D2D communication implementation flowchart.
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the channel resources of cellular user i, the signal-to-in-
terference noise ratio and rate of cellular user i are,
respectively,

ci �
P

i
hcb

P
i
dhdc + N0

,

r
i

� log2 1 + ci( .

(5)

-e SINR and rate of D2D user d are

c
i
d �

P
i
dhdd

P
ilog2 1 + c

i
d 

,

r
i
d � log2 1 + c

i
d .

(6)

When D2D users and cellular users share the same
channel, cellular users and D2D users will produce common
channel interference, and the closer the distance, the greater
the interference. Generally, the number of users performing
D2D communication at the same time in the cell is less than
the number of cellular users. -erefore, there may be
multiple cellular channel resources as potential multiplexing
objects for D2D users. In order to ensure the QoS re-
quirements of D2D users, the base station allows D2D users
to reuse the channel resources only when the interference of
cellular users to D2D users is less than a certain threshold.
-is section defines the areas where cellular users are re-
stricted from multiplexing:

Pc,maxhcd ≤ Ic,d. (7)

Given the channel resource set multiplexed by D2D
users, the transmission power of D2D users is optimized
through power control to maximize the throughput of D2D
link under resource constraints [23]. From the previous step,
the reusable potential cellular channel of any D2D user D
can be determined, and it can be obtained that the set of

resources Dd can reuse is Sd. -erefore, the optimization
objective can be expressed as

max u
k
d � 

i∈Sd,k

log2 1 +
P

i
dhdd

P
ilog2 1 + c

i
d 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ 0≤P
i
d ≤Pc,max,


i∈sd,k

≤Pc,max.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

According to the optimization objectives and con-
straints, the water injection algorithm is used to allocate
power to D2D users. According to the Kar-
ush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) condition,

L P
i
d, α, β  � 

i∈Sd,k

log2 1 +
P

i
dhdd

P
ilog2 1 + c

i
d 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

− α P
i
d − Pc,max  − β 

i∈Sd,k

P
i
d − Pc,max

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(9)

To calculate the partial derivative, there are

P
i
d � δ −

1
H

 
+

, (10)
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Figure 6: Route optimization process of the cellular network D2D
communication network.
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Figure 5: D2D multicast communication mode.
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[φ]
+

� max 0,φ ,

H �
hdd

P
ilog2 1 + c

i
d 

.
(11)

-rough the power control in the previous step, we can
know the maximum throughput and corresponding trans-
mission power of any resource set multiplexed by D2D users
at a set time. At the same time, in the process of channel
allocation, the power adjustment of users on different
channels will be completed through the scheme of power
control part.

3.3. Design of Routing Optimization Method of Cellular
Network D2D Communication Network Based on AHP.
-e traditional daily cellular network D2D communication
network routing often has the problem of excessive energy
consumption in use, which affects the stability of the cellular
network D2D communication network. -erefore, set the
cellular network D2D communication network routing
optimization method based on AHP to deal with it. -e
specific routing optimization process is shown in Figure 6.

-e routing in the communication network is processed
in detail according to the steps set in 6. In order to ensure the
reliability of the optimization results, the calculation accu-
racy is set in the calculation process.

3.3.1. Building a Cellular D2D Communication Network
Energy Model. In order to control the energy consumption
of the communication network, a cellular network D2D
communication network energy model is constructed. Be-
fore building the energy model, complete the setting of the
network model. -e nodes in this network model have the
following characteristics: the node number is single and
random [24, 25]. All nodes have corresponding fixed po-
sitions, and node energy is limited. -e location of the base
station is fixed and is not considered in the energymodel. All
nodes in the network are isomorphic nodes with the same
initial energy and communication radius. All nodes have the
ability to directly realize data transmission with the base
station. Nodes have certain data integration ability, and their
current residual energy can be obtained through calculation
[26, 27]. -e data transmission capacity and power of all
nodes can be adjusted, and the data fusion technology can be
used to reduce the amount of data transmission. -e nodes
can determine the transmission distance according to the
strength of signal reception.

-e first-order radio model is used as the basis of model
design, and it is set as the form of free space model according
to the characteristics of the cellular network D2D com-
munication network [28]. Its network architecture has the
following characteristics: when the distance between data
transmitting node r1 and data receiving node r2 is less than
d1, the energy consumption of data transmission power
amplification is directly proportional to d2

1. Set the trans-
mitting node to send the data of o bits to the receiving node
with distance d2. -e energy consumption consists of

transmission power consumption and power amplification
consumption, which can be expressed as follows:

Wi(h, d) �
hWelec + hWfd

2
,

hWelec + hWampd
4
,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(12)

where Welec represents the energy consumption of the
transmitting circuit or receiving circuit when transmitting or
receiving 1 bit data information and the free space signal
amplification factor is Wf [29,30]. When there are too many
channels in the communication network, the signal am-
plification factor is Wamp, d represents the distance between
the transmitting node and the receiving node, and the data
length in the communication network is set to h bit, and then
d1 is

d1 �

����
αf

αmp



, (13)

where α represents the straight-line distance of the node.-e
energy consumption formula of the node receiving h bit data
can be obtained from the above formula:

Wi(h) � Wre− elec(h) � hWelec. (14)

-e node in the communication network transmits the
collected data information to the cluster head node, per-
forms data fusion through this node, and finally sends the
fused data to the base station [31]. -e process of data in-
formation fusion also needs to consume a lot of energy, so
the energy consumption model of the D2D communication
network is established as the following formula :

WDA(h) � h 
i

Wi(h), (15)

where WDA represents the energy consumption of fused h

bits data and DA represents the data fusion coefficient. So
far, the construction of the energy consumption model of
cellular network D2D communication network is com-
pleted, and the optimization of network routing is realized
on the basis of this model.

3.3.2. Setting Routing Optimization Objective Function.
Since the structure of the communication network itself is
difficult to change in practical application, in order to reduce
the impact of link interruption on network operation,
corresponding optimization strategies are proposed [32, 33].
Set the objective function in the optimization process as

min(βT + χGJ), (16)

where T represents the average transmission time of data
information, Ti represents the transmission delay of data
packet i, H represents the number of data packets, GJ is set
as the service balance of the whole network, and the average
data transmission delay of the communication network is

T � 
H

i�1

T

Hi

, (17)
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where Hi represents the number of services on the i-th link,
m represents the number of links in the communication
network, Tmax represents the longest delay in data trans-
mission in the communication network, Hmax represents the
maximum number of services carried by the communication
network link, and β and χ are constant terms in the cal-
culation process. -e service balance degree of the com-
munication network can be obtained by the following
formula :

GJ �

����������������


m

i�1

Hi − 
H
i�1 Hi 

2

m




. (18)

-e energy consumption and data transmission delay are
set as the routing optimization objectives. It is applied to the
model set above to remove the interrupted link x and obtain
a new network topology. -e shortest path algorithm is used
to find the shortest transmission path for packet A [34, 35],
then the optional path set of packet can be expressed as
P(pi, i � 1, 2, . . . , n), and the fuzzy analytic hierarchy
process is used to obtain the optimal communication net-
work routing combination Ps. On the basis of the above
calculation, the adjacent nodes with the shortest route are
introduced to generate the subshortest route path and finally
form the shortest route set as an alternative to route opti-
mization. In the process of communication, when the signals
are separated, the high-order Bessel function detection and
control technology are introduced to make the network
branch signals add in phase during communication, offset
the phase offset of signal fading in the process of network
communication, and finally achieve the purpose of routing
buffer overflow repair.

4. Experiment and Performance Test

In order to verify the effect of this algorithm in repairing
routing buffer overflow in the cellular network, experiment
verification is carried out. -e TOSSIM simulator of the
TinyOS system is used to construct the cellular network
experiment model, and the delay, energy efficiency, and the
number of contracts are used to test the superiority of the
method proposed in this article. In the experiment pa-
rameter setting, the routing Grace period is 2ms, and the
mac-pr deployment is adjusted. -e network routing fre-
quency is 7.8Hz, and only 5.5 s is relayed each time. -e
mac-pr can accommodate 400 nodes. -e network routes
under different bandwidths, CLS lengths, and power losses
are selected. See Table 1 for specific parameters.

4.1. Node Residual Energy. -e test results of node residual
energy of the automatic repair method for D2D commu-
nication routing buffer overflow vulnerability in the cellular
network designed in literature [4], literature [7], and this
article are shown in Figure 7.

According to the two test results shown in Figure 7, it
can be seen that in the method of reference [4], due to the
failure of the inner ring node, the distance of the outer ring
node sending information is too large, and its energy is

exhausted first. -e method in reference [7] does not
cluster in the aggregation area, so the overhead is con-
trolled and the protocol energy consumption is improved.
-is protocol uses the ant algorithm to search the com-
munication route and find the global optimal transmission
path.

4.2. Routing Buffer Overflow Repair Results under Improved
Algorithm. Based on the above experiment environment
and parameter design, the QoS oriented experiment of
magnetic wave communication and routing buffer overflow
repair in cellular network is carried out. -e algorithm in
this article is used to repair the overflow of D2D commu-
nication routing buffer in a slow cellular network. -e repair
results are shown in Figure 8.

By analyzing Figure 8, it can be seen that the amplitude
corresponding gain is the standard to measure the result of
routing buffer overflow repair. After using this algorithm to
repair the routing buffer overflow in the cellular network, the
amplitude corresponding gain is improved compared with
that before repair, which shows that the repair result is ideal,
and proves the effectiveness of the routing buffer overflow
repair algorithm proposed in this article.

Under the condition of the same number of iterations,
the network communication packet loss rate before and after
repair is used as the test index to obtain the comparison
results of the network communication packet loss rate before
and after communication network routing buffer overflow
repair, as shown in Table 2.

Summarize the data in Table 2 and draw a broken line
diagram of the network communication packet loss rate
before and after communication network routing buffer
overflow repair, as shown in Figure 9.

Analyzing Table 2 and Figure 9, with the increase in the
number of iterations, the packet loss rate of cellular
network D2D communication before and after routing
buffer overflow repair also gradually decreases. However,
under the same number of iterations, the packet loss rate
of network communication after routing buffer overflow
repair using this algorithm is always lower than that
without repair. -e average packet loss rate after routing
buffer overflow repair using this algorithm is 19%, whereas
the average packet loss rate without routing buffer over-
flow repair is 30%. Overall, it shows that the optimization
of D2D communication routing buffer overflow repair in
the cellular network can effectively reduce the packet loss

Table 1: Network routing design parameters.

Paragraph A (ECA test
indicators)

Paragraph B (ECA test
indicators)

Parameter Index Parameter Index
Frequency 7.8Hz Frequency 7.8Hz
Bandwidth 130Mhz Bandwidth 80Mhz
CLS length 1.9ms CLS length 1.1ms
Breakpoint loss 11% Breakpoint loss 13%
WSN receiving
antenna LC WSN receiving

antenna LA

Receiving rate 93% Receiving rate 96%
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rate of communication data, improve the anti-interference
ability of the system, ensure the network communication
security, and meet the QoS standards and requirements.

4.3. Communication Performance Comparison under Over-
flow Repair. Under different experimental times, the com-
munication performance of cellular network D2D before
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Figure 7: Comparison of θ value of node residual energy. (a) First test. (b) Second test.
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Figure 8: Routing buffer overflow repair results.

Table 2: Comparison results of the network communication packet rate before and after repair.

Number of iterations Using buffer repair (%) Buffer repair not used (%)
0 52 85
10 43 55
20 33 42
30 20 37
40 18 32
50 15 20
60 12 18
70 5 15
80 3 12
90 2 10
100 1 3
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and after routing buffer overflow repair is compared, and the
communication blocking rate, communication route data
distribution balance of cellular network D2D, and com-
munication route data stability of cellular network D2D are
compared. -e results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

By analyzing Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that in terms
of communication blocking rate, the communication
blocking rate before routing buffer overflow repair is large,
and the average communication blocking rate is 4%, while
the blocking rate after routing buffer overflow repair is
significantly reduced, and the average communication
blocking rate is only 0.55%, which is 86.5% lower than that
before repair; In terms of routing data allocation balance, the
routing data allocation balance before routing buffer over-
flow repair is small, and the average routing data allocation
balance is 66.9%, while the routing data allocation balance
after routing buffer overflow repair is significantly increased,
and the average routing data allocation balance is 96.9%,

which is 44.8% higher than that before repair. In terms of
routing data allocation stability, the routing data allocation
stability before routing buffer overflow repair is small, and
the average routing data allocation stability is 72.6%, which
is poor. After routing buffer overflow repair, the routing data
allocation stability has been significantly improved, and the
average routing data allocation stability is 96.1%, which is
32.3% higher than that before repair. It shows that the
stability of routing data distribution after repair is good,
because the cellular network routing buffer overflow repair
algorithm based on node residual energy homomorphism
analysis is proposed, the cellular network routing buffer
overflow repair algorithm based on homomorphic analysis
of node residual energy is proposed, the cellular network
D2D communication routing protocol is designed, the
cellular network D2D communication protocol path index is
determined, and then the cellular network D2D commu-
nication protocol is designed by analyzing node residual
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Figure 9: Broken line diagram of network communication packet loss rate comparison.

Table 3: Communication performance after the repair of routing buffer overflow in the communication network.

Number of experiments (times) Blocking rate (%) Equilibrium (%) Stability (%)
10 0.5 97 96
20 0.8 98 97
30 0.6 96 95
40 0.4 95 96
50 0.7 97 97
60 0.6 98 98
70 0.5 96 94
80 0.3 98 96

Table 4: Communication performance of the communication network before routing buffer overflow repair.

Number of experiments (times) Blocking rate (%) Equilibrium (%) Stability (%)
10 4 69 71
20 3 68 72
30 5 65 74
40 2 63 73
50 6 67 71
60 4 69 72
70 5 68 74
80 3 66 75
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energy, and the cellular network D2D communication
network energy model is constructed. Solve and set the
routing optimization objective function to control the
network routing and repair the buffer overflow.

5. Conclusion

In the cellular electromagnetic wave communication system,
because the routing protocol evolves with the mobile lo-
cation algorithm, the location routing cannot effectively
meet the QoS requirements, resulting in the buffer overflow
problem, which needs to be repaired.-e traditional method
uses the predictive control algorithm of electromagnetic
wave diversity reception to repair the buffer overflow. Be-
cause the diversity equalizer in QoS space shares the same
channel with the diversity receiver, the edge space gain is
very large. For QoS requirements, a cellular network routing
buffer overflow repair algorithm based on node residual
energy homomorphism analysis is proposed to determine
the path index of cellular network D2D communication
protocol, then design the cellular network D2D commu-
nication routing protocol, build the cellular network D2D
communication network energy model, solve and set the
routing optimization objective function, and realize the
control of network routing, Fix buffer overflow. -e ex-
periment results show that the proposed method can ef-
fectively reduce the packet loss rate of communication data,
improve the communication performance and anti-inter-
ference ability of cellular network D2D communication, and
ensure the communication security of the cellular network,
and has a good application value.
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